
【Wildlife Conservation】    Class:   Number:   Name:       

 Please look at the pictures in the slide and answer the following questions: 

1. What is it in the picture? How do you feel about this animal? 

This is a       . 

2. What is it in the picture? Have you ever eaten it? 

This is          . 

3. What happened in the pictures? What do you think about it? 

 

 Why do we conserve wildlife? 

1.        ：Human should not be selfish. All creatures have living right. 

2.        ：It ensures the stability of an ecosystem.  

           plays an important role in 

stabilizing ecosystem, and maintaining the biodiversity. 

3.        ：Biodiversity has provided us with 

medicines, shelter, and food. 

4.        ：Without biodiversity, our world 

will be boring. 

📖 moral道德 selfish自私的 creature生物 biodiversity生物多樣性 stability穩定性 ecosystem生態系 

medicine藥物 shelter庇護所 boring無趣的 keystone species關鍵物種/基石物種 

 Why are wildlife facing extinction? 

1.       by human：As food or medicine. 

2. For      ：Use some parts of wildlife’s body as a trophy or status symbol. 

3. Due to        ：Destroy habitats. Roadkill happens when animals cross 

the road. 

4. Due to        ：Pollute habitats, or poison creatures. 

📖 development開發 destroy破壞 habitat棲地 fame名望 trophy戰利品 status地位 symbol象徵 

pollution汙染 poison毒害 

 Sentence frames 

1. We have to conserve wildlife because                   . 

2.         are facing extinction because               . 

Keystone 

species 



【Protected Animals in Taiwan】Class:   Number:   Name:       

 Formosan black bear 

1. The              is a subspecies of the Asian black bear. 

2. Formosan black bear is         to Taiwan. 

3. Because its snout looks like a dog’s,  

so its nickname is “        ”. 

4. They are the only bears in the world that make 

temporary         for sleeping. 

5. Why are they getting rare?  

(1)        illegally or mistakenly          . 

(2)        destroyed 

 Hundred pacer (hundred-pace snake) 

1. The head of hundred pacer is         . 

2. There are about 20 light brown         blotch on the back of hundred 

pacer. 

3. The hundred pacer is a           snake.  

4. Because of the large quantities of        after a bite, it’s a        

snake. 

5. Why should we protect hubdred pacer？ 

The most important reason is, they are       in Taiwan. 

 Green sea turtle 

1. There are    kinds of sea turtles in the world, and  

we can see    species in Taiwan. 

2. Green sea turtles are named for their green    , not 

their shells. 

3. Why are sea turtles facing extinction? 

(1)      &     ：Hunting and egg harvesting. 

If they are trapped in a fishing net, they will not be able to breathe. 

(2) Due to       ：The habitats were destroyed. Human activities may also 

disturb their nesting. 

(3)           ：The temperature will decide their gender. 

(4) Due to       ：Pollute their habitats. Plastic bags look like their food. 

📖 hunt捕獵 trap困住 harvest採集 breathe呼吸 development開發 disturb干擾 nest築巢  

temperature溫度 gender性別 
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【Design & Write a Poascard】 

 Protected Animals in Taiwan 

Animal Reason of facing extinction Reference Image 

Formosan Black Bear 

臺灣黑熊 
1. they were hunted illegally or mistakenly 

2. their habitat was destroyed by development 

 

Hundred Pacer 

百步蛇 

1. they get killed easily when crossing roads 

2. they were over hunted in the past 

3. their habitat was destroyed by development 

 

Green Sea Turtle 

綠蠵龜 

1. they are sometimes trapped mistakenly 

2. human activity disturbs their nesting 

3. global warming made their gender ratio 

unbalanced 

4. they sometimes eat plastic bag by mistake  

Leopard Cat 

石虎 

1. they get killed easily when crossing roads 

2. their habitat was destroyed by development 

3. they were over hunted in the past 

 

Formosan Landlocked 

Salmon 

櫻花鉤吻鮭 

1. global warming made the temperature of 

water get higher 

2. their habitat was destroyed by development 

and pollution  

Chinese White Dolphin 

中華白海豚 

1. they are sometimes trapped mistakenly 

2. their habitat was destroyed by development 

and pollution 

3. the noise from ships disturbs them 
 

Formosan Pangolin 

臺灣穿山甲 
1. they were over hunted in the past 

2. their habitat was destroyed by development 

 

Mikado Pheasant 

帝雉 
1. their habitat was destroyed by development 

2. they were over hunted in the past 

 

Farmland Treefrog 

諸羅樹蛙 

1. climate changing made it difficult to 

survive 

2. their habitat was destroyed by development 

 

Broad-tailed 

Swallowtail Butterfly 

寬尾鳳蝶 

1. they were catched illegally 

2. their habitat was destroyed by development 

 


